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Long and Selman (1986) proved that, for most familiar pairs of complexity classes, separating the 
classes with a tally oracle is no easier than truly separating the classes. Refuting a claim in the 
literature, we prove for the first time that for many familiar pairs of complexity classes, separating 
the classes with a tally oracle is easier than truly separating the classes. 
1. Introduction 
In their important paper, “On relativizing complexity classes with sparse oracles”, 
Long and Selman 1281 showed that tally sets are often no more likely to separate 
complexity classes than the empty set. Formally, they gave specific pairs (%?I,%?Z) of 
classes such that 
VT, = g2 =z- for all tally sets T, ST = VT. Ir 
*Some of these results were presented at the Fifth Annual Structure in Complexity Theory Conference, 
Barcelona. Spain, July 1990. 
** Research supported in part by the National Science Foundation under research grants CCR-8996198 
and CCR-8957604. 
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Their paper, the companion paper of Balcazar et al. [4], and subsequent papers 
[3,2,3 1, 13,18,8] following this paradigm -“relativizing with sparse oracles”’ - un- 
covered many results of the form *, involving such classes as P, NP, PP, P#‘, C:, f$‘, 
Akp, and PSPACE. 
In this paper, we display for the first time classes that tally sets aye more likely than 
the empty oracle to separate -classes for which * fails in relativized worlds. The 
classes are natural, well-known classes that model the powers of probabilistic compu- 
tation, of counting. and of strong (in the sense of [27]) nondeterminism. This corrects 
an erroneously proven claim that * holds for the P versus UP question [31]; the proof 
of that claim is in error, and cannot be corrected by any relativizable proof technique. 
Our results are based on a shortcoming of these classes; each class encapsulates 
a “promise” about the behavior of its machines: UP [35] promises that its machines 
will be categorical- on each input its machines will have at most one accepting 
path; NPncoNP promises that on each input exactly one of two nondeterministic 
machines will accept; R [14] promises that its machines will never accept with 
probability greater than zero but less than a half. We propose that classes of this sort 
henceforth be referred to as promise classes. We caution that this notion is not 
identical to the familiar notion of “promise problems”. Promise problems [ll, 321 
restrict the set of inputs on which some property must hold; languages in promise 
classes are accepted by machines whose acceptance/rejection behavior maintains 
some property for all inputs (see [9, Section 41). 
A machine that obeys a promise relative to the empty oracle may have great 
difficulty maintaining the promise “robustly”- relative to all oracles.2 This difficulty is 
implicit in the work of Baker et al. [l] and Rackoff [29], is noted by Long and Selman 
[28, p. 6251, and is exploited by Hartmanis and Hemachandra [19]. Our proofs are 
indebted to the techniques developed in these papers. 
A careful examination of many earlier results about promise classes reveals that 
even these earlier results are actually reflections of the difficulty of robustly maintain- 
ing the classes’ promises.3 That is, the crucial weakness of these classes is that the 
promises are based on the premise of a specific oracle, and do not necessarily hold 
robustly. This weakness allows us to pull the premise out from underneath the 
’ Related, but often viewed as distinct (however. see [7]), is the approach known as positive relativization. 
Positive relativization couples the collapse of classes to the collapse of the same classes relativized (with 
some restricted form of relativization) with general oracles (see [S]). Relativizing with sparse oracles couples 
the collapse of classes to the collapse of the same classes relativized (in the standard sense) only with sparse 
or tally oracles. 
‘See also the related work on “oracle-resistance” by Gavaldi and Balcazar 1131. 
‘There have been two previous types of results related to the vulnerability of promise classes. The 
first -proven in a stream of research initiated by Sipser -showed that these classes lack complete sets in 
relativized worlds 133, 15, 20, 17, 22, 9, 307. The second-proven by Fortnow and Sipser [12] -was that 
bounded-error probabilistic polynomial time (BPP) lacks a standard time hierarchy in relativized worlds 
(and we conjecture that the techniques of 1121 can be adapted to show that UP, R, and NPncoNP also 
lack standard time hierarchies). Earlier papers have described what the badly behaved classes have in 
common as a lack of “presentations of machines from the class” [17] and a lack of “constructive 
programming systems” 1301; both explanations spring from the promise nature of the classes. 
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promise, and from this establish that tally sets are more likely than the empty set to 
separate promise classes. 
2. Separating via tally oracles 
Theorem 2.1 shows that, for certain pairs of classes, tally sets may be more likely 
than the empty set to separate the classes. For these pairs, there exist relativized 
worlds in which the familiar ‘WI = VZ S. for all tally sets T, %‘T = %?Xy” relation fails. 
Notation. Throughout this paper, @ denotes disjoint union; 
A 0 B= {Ox 1 XEA) u { ly (YEB}. 
Theorem 2.1. There exist recursive oracles A, B and C, and recursive tally sets T, T’ and 
T”, such that 
(1) PA=UPA and PA@r#UPA@T. 
(2) PB=NPBncoNPB and PB@T’#NPB@P’ncoNPB@T’. 
(3) PC=RC and Pc@T”#RC@T”. 
As an immediate corollary, results of the above form hold for COUP and coR; 
analogous results can be proven for many related classes. Each of the separations in 
Theorem 2.1 is witnessed by a tally set, e.g. in part 1, there is a tally set in 
UpA@T_pAOT 
Corollary 2.2. 
(1) (3A)[PA=UPA#NPA] (Rackoff [29]). 
(2) (3A)[PA=NPAncoNPA#NPA] (Baker et al. Cl]). 
(3) (3A)[PA=RA#NPA] (Rackoff [29]). 
In the proof of the corollary, we use a relativized version of the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.3 (Long and Selman [28]). P=NP if and only if for all tally oracles T, 
Pr=NPr. 
Proof of Corollary 2.2. Part 1: The oracle A of Theorem 2.1 satisfies PA=UPA. 
However, were it to satisfy PA = NPA, by the relativized version of Lemma 2.3 there 
would exist no tally set T such that PA @ T # UPA @ T. Thus, PA = UPA # NPA. Parts 
2 and 3 are analogous. 0 
As a consequence of Theorem 2.1 and the relativized version of Lemma 2.3, we 
obtained the well-known oracle results of Corollary 2.2. This is not surprising, as the 
proof of Theorem 2.1 is based-via extending the techniques to yield the strengthened 
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requirements needed -on the same techniques [l, 291 that produce these oracle 
results. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We prove part I. Let Mi (No be a standard enumeration of 
deterministic (nondeterministic) oracle Turing machines such that Mi (Ni) runs in 
deterministic (nondeterministic) time ?ri + i. Our oracle A will be Q @ F, where Q is any 
fixed PSPACE <L-complete set, for example, QBF. Q will be used in the construction 
to solve queries about the acceptance/rejection behavior and accepting paths of 
machines whose oracles are Q @ G, for certain finite sets G. F will be constructed so 
that it contains only strings of lengths {c>, 1m 2 01, where e, = 1000 and e, + , = 222” for 
/>O. 
Let i’ be the requirement that Nf is noncategorical.4 Let requirement i be that 
L(MtBT)#L^, where ~={xIO’-~IET and (3~)[ /yl=Jsl and JJEF]}. Note that each 
string ski satisfies Ix/c{e, 1 m>Oi. Order the priority of the requirements as follows: 
O,O’, 1, l’, . . (Throughout this proof, when we talk about the requirement satisfied at 
a stage, we are speaking of the unique highest-priority fulfillable requirement that our 
construction acts to explicitly satisfy; in particular, we do not refer to any other 
requirement that happens to be incidentally satisfied.) Let T, (F,) represent the set of 
strings in T(F) at the end of stage m, and start with To= F,=@. T= lJ,aoT, and 
F= U&O F,,,. At stage m, we will add strings of length only e, to F and T. 
Our type i requirements will ensure that PA @ ‘#UPA@ ‘, as L^ will be in 
UPAOT - PA @ ‘. The type i’ requirements will ensure that PA = UPA. Intuitively, at 
each length e,, m > 0, either we add at most one string in a way designed to separate 
UPA@’ from Pn@ ‘, or we add strings to “booby-trap” the oracle so that some 
machine becomes noncategorical. The construction will ensure that T is a “map” of 
the booby-traps-it reveals the stages at which booby-traps have not been set. Thus, 
an NP machine with access to T and A can easily accept the language i categorically 
although this language will be diagonalized out of P A @ ‘. On the other hand, speaking 
informally, an NP machine without a map of the booby-traps can be categorical only 
by being so cautious as to accept a PA language; if it were bold and had many disjoint 
potential accepting paths, the booby-trap attempts would succeed at making it 
noncategorical. We now formally describe stage m. 
Stage m: Find the highest priority requirement, call it &‘, that has not yet been 
explicitly satisfied during this construction so far and that can be satisfied at this stage 
(such a requirement will always exist). We will argue below that the chosen require- 
ment, i or i’, always satisfies i<m. By satisfying an i’ requirement at this stage, we 
mean that one can find a set S’, S’ c Z’- and a string X, 1 x Ii + i <em + 1, such that 
N?@(&,-IUS’)(_~) h as at least two accepting paths.5 By satisfying an i requirement at 
this stage, we mean that one can find a set S, I/ SII d 1, SCZ’“~ such that 
4 Recall that a machine is noncategorical if for some input it has more than one accepting computation 
path. 
5 Zp denotes the strings of length p. 
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~e,~~(~lQO(Frn-luS))~(Trn-l"(O~m)) ) o I( S 11 =O. In the case that 9 is a type i require- 
ment, set T,, := T,_ 1 u {gem} and F,,, := F,,_ I u S. In the case that B is a type. i’ 
requirement, set T, := T,_ I and F,,, := F,,_ I u S’. Note that -since the e,, m>,O, are 
widely spaced- there will always be a type i requirement that can be satisfied 
(although, of course, a higher-priority satisfiable type i’ requirement would take 
precedence); thus, the requirement chosen will always be some i or i’ satisfying i < m, 
justifying the claim made earlier in this paragraph. This ends the description of 
stage m. 
Let us now discuss the correctness of the construction. A first observation is that 
there is no interference between the stages; at stage m, no string of length greater than 
e,+ 1 - 1 is ever queried. To see this, note that requirements 0, 1, . . . , m can each be 
satisfied (if not already satisfied) at stage m. Thus, because of the priority ordering, the 
clocking we have assumed as part of our enumeration of machines, and the lengths of 
x allowed when fulfilling a type i requirement, we conclude that the machine simulated 
at stage m will access strings of length no greater than e, + 1 - 1. Thus, stage m does not 
interfere with stage m+ 1. 
Every type i requirement is eventually satisfied by the construction; indeed, require- 
ment i is satisfied at or before stage 2i. We know that the required set S can always be 
found because either ~-EL(M!Q @ Fmm I)@(~,- 1 “ioPm)) , in which case 11 S (I = 0, or we 
can find a string not queried to’put into S. The latter holds as there are 2’- strings of 
length e,, but Mi can query no more than (em)‘+ i strings. It follows that 
~=jxI01”~~Tand(xI=e,forsomemand(3y)[IyI=JxIandy~F]}isnotinPA~T. 
However, our construction has ensured that T= {O’- 1 at stage m, the condition, 9, 
that we explicitly satisfy is a type i condition}. This is because, in each stage m where 
we act to satisfy a type i requirement, we explicitly add Oem to T. Thus, since we have 
added at most one string to F at lengths where a type i requirement is satisfied, 
JGUPA@ T. 
On the other hand, each type i’ requirement is either satisfied, in which case Nf is 
not categorical, or never satisfied. In the latter case, we argue that the machine 
Nj whose j’ requirement is never satisfied has the property that L(Nf)ePA. Since j’ 
was never satisfied, there was some stage h after which every type i’ requirement of 
priority higher thanj’ that would ever be satisfied was already satisfied. To test, in PA, 
whether x is in the language of Nf , use a table lookup if Ix/ <eA + z. Otherwise, let m’ 
be the greatest integer such that 1 x 1 j+j >, e,,; this is the length of the largest string that 
may be in F that can be queried on input x by Nj. Compute by brute force all strings 
in F of lengths e,, / cm’; this computation is easy due to the short lengths of the 
strings involved. The only remaining question is what the strings in F of length e,, are. 
If e,, <log /xl, compute these by brute force also, and with one query to Q compute 
the correct behavior of N;(x). Otherwise, use Q to test whether there is any set F’ that 
is consistent with the strings whose membership and nonmembership in F we know 
already and that possibly adds some length e,, strings whose membership is as yet 
unknown, such that NY @ F’(_ ) Y accepts. If no such set exists, then x$L(Nf). If such a set 
exists, use Q to find some accepting path of the machine. Then, explicitly query in 
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F each of the query strings on that path. Add the results of all those queries to our 
current knowledge about F. If all the queries to F agreed with F’, then we have found 
a true accepting path, so xeL(Ny). Otherwise, again ask Q if some set F’ exists that is 
consistent with the strings whose membership and nonmembership in F we know 
already and that possibly adds some length e,, strings whose membership is as yet 
unknown such that NfeF’( x accepts. Continue repeating this procedure, If any pair ) 
of potential (under some F’) accepting paths of Np°F’ did not conflict on the 
membership of some string in F, we would have made Nj noncategorical during the 
construction. Thus, every pair of potential accepting paths must disagree on some 
value, and, since the paths are only polynomially long, we need repeat the above 
procedure only a polynomial number of times before determining whether XEL(N~). 
Thus, PA = UPA. 
The proofs of parts 2 and 3 are similar; just as our proof of part 1 extended 
Rackoff’s [29] attack on the nonrobustness of UP, so also do the part 2 and 3 proofs 
analogously extend the attack of Baker et al. [ 1 J on the nonrobustness of NP n coNP 
and Rackoff’s [29] attack on the nonrobustness of R (see also [19]). 0 
We note that the Baker-GillMolovay proof technique, in the UP version developed 
by Rackoff and exploited in the preceding proof, has proven to be of interest in many 
other settings. Homer and Selman [24] incorporate this technique into their proof 
that there is an oracle A relative to which all C;-complete sets are <kA-isomorphic, 
and it underpins the proof by Hartmanis and Hemachandra [16] that there is an 
oracle relative to which “one-way functions exist if and only if nonisomorphic 
NP-complete sets exist” fails. Blum and Impagliazzo [6] rely on the 
Baker-Gill-Solovay/Rackoff approach in their study of generic oracles, as does 
Tardos [34] in his study of the barriers to separating NPncoNP from P relative to 
a random oracle. All these papers are concerned, explicitly or implicitly, with lack of 
robustness-the feature that appears to characterize these classes. 
To emphasize the importance of robustness, we state an abstract version of the 
+-like theorems that Theorem 2.1 contrasts with. Here robustness, in the form of 
robust downward closures, explains why the previous *-like results were possible. 
Theorem 2.4 (abstracting the techniques of Long and Selman [28]). Let (8 be uny class 
thut is robustly closed downwards under many-one reductions (i.e. (VA, B, D) [(B d g” D 
and DE%~) * BE’&~]), then 
NP E % =z for ull tally sets T, NPT c qT. 
Corollary 2.5 (abstracting the techniques of Long and Selman [ZS]). Let %? be any 
class thut is robustly contained in NP (i.e. for all oracles A, %A G NPA) and is robustly 
closed downwards under many-one reductions, then 
% = NP * .for all tally sets T, VT = NPT. 
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The preceding corollary6 encapsulates the basic reason that Corollary 2.2 follows 
from Theorem 2.1. Since robustness seems to be the key hurdle to proving *-like 
results for badly behaved classes, it would seem natural to attempt to add robustness 
to the classes. In fact, if one looks at “robust” versions of the classes, one can prove 
*-like results; Long and Selman [28] did so for NP n coNP, Gavalda and Balcazar 
[ 131 did so for ZPP, and the analogous result holds for R and UP. However, there are 
two caveats. One is that these results are not strictly within the paradigm of “relativiz- 
ing with sparse oracles,” as they restrict both the class of sets over which one is 
relativizing und the class/mechanism that is accessing the oracles; thus, these results 
are a hybrid of positive relativization and relativizing with sparse oracles. The second 
caveat is simply that robustness emaciates machines. As examples, Eric Ailender and 
the first author have observed that, as a consequence of [19], the robust UP 
hierarchy’ is contained in PNP although it certainly is not known whether the UP 
hierarchy is contained in PNP, and Gavalda and Balcazar [ 133 and Hemachandra and 
Jain [23] have distinguished robust reductions from nonrobust reductions. 
Up to now, this paper has been concerned with showing that tally sets may be more 
likely than the empty set to separate complexity classes. As a final remark, we briefly 
discuss the question of whether tally sets are more likely than the empty set to coliapse 
complexity classes. The motivation is that for most pairs of classes that we know tally 
sets are no better than the empty set at separating, we do not know the symmetrical 
result for collapsing. 
Theorem 2.6 (Long and Selman [28]). 
(1) IfP=NP then fou all tally sets T, Pr=NPr. 
(2) 1f NP = coNP then for all tally sets T, NPr = coNPr. 
(3) If P = PSPACE then for all tally sets T, PT = PSPACET. 
(4) IfNP= PSPACE then for all tally sets T, NPT= PSPACE’. 
Open question 2.7 (Bakxizar et al. [3]). Is it true that: 
(1) If P# NP then for all tally sets T, PT#NPT? 
(2) If NPfcoNP then for all tally sets T, NPT#coNPT? 
(3) If P#PSPACE then for all tally sets T, PT# PSPACEr? 
(4) If NP# PSPACE then for all tally sets T, NPT#PSPACET? 
In fact, the relativized resolution of this open question of [3] is that tally sets may 
indeed be more likely than the empty set to collapse classes. The proof of the following 
’ Both the corollary and the theorem relativize and for reasonable classes can be immediately abstracted 
from the notion of tally sets to the notion of sets polynomial-time Turing equivalent to tally sets (see the 
related comment of Long and Selman [28, p. 6231). 
:Intuitively, the robust UP hierarchy is the polynomial hierarchy, with the restriction that all oracle 
Turing machines used must be robustly categorical. More formally. a machine M is said to be robustly 
categorical if M is a nondeterministic, polynomial-time oracle Turing machine such that for every input 
x and every oracle A, machine M running on input x with oracle A has at most one accepting path. 
~~b”s’-“P=NP, For i>O, ~~burt-‘-‘P= (Ll th ere exists a robustly categorical machine M and a language 
L’EZ!?,““~“~ such that L= L(ML’)j, The robust UP hierarchy is Ui~OZ~bus’-“P. 
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remark is that the oracle A is the disjoint union of the PSPACE-complete set QBF 
and a sparse set S that diagonalizes to separate NPQRFeS from coNPQRF@ ‘, and the 
tally set T is an appropriate tally encoding of S. This proof is a distillation of the 
needed elements of the techniques of ([lo, 261, see also [21,36-J), which themselves are 
related to the result of Immerman and Mahaney [25] that there is a relativized world 
in which NP#C; and NP has polynomial-size circuits. We state the following result 
as a remark since-although it is first stated here ~ the preceding papers, especially [25, 
lo], provide the machinery needed to make this claim. 
Remark 2.8. A recursive set A and a recursive tally set T exist such that NPA #coNPA 
and PA @ T = PSPACEA @ T. 
Corollary 2.9. A recursive orucle A and u recursive tally set T exist such that: 
(1) PA#NPA and PA@T=NPA@T. 
(2) NPA # coNPA und NPA @ T = coNPA @ T. 
(3) PA # PSPACEA and PA @ T = PSPACEA @ T. 
(4) NPA # PSPACEA and NPA @ T = PSPACEA @ r. 
3. Conclusion 
Although dozens of complexity classes have been defined to capture the many 
modes of computation, some basic techniques and results unify standard complexity 
classes. For most common classes, complete sets are known, obvious recursive 
presentations of machines from the class exist, time hierarchy theorems apply, and 
tally sets are no more powerful than the empty set in oracle separations. However, 
over the last decade a group of classes ~ promise classes ~ has emerged, whose proper- 
ties radically differ from the norm. These classes include intersection classes such as 
NPncoNP, bounded-error probabilistic classes such as R, and classes that capture 
the power of ambiguity-bounded nondeterminism such as UP. Previous papers by 
many researchers have indicated that these classes may lack complete sets and time 
hierarchy theorems. This paper has shown that for these classes, the truism that “tally 
sets are no more powerful than the empty set in oracle separations” no longer applies; 
explicit oracle counterexamples were given. 
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